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The Tube Creation Company

Specialists in manufacturing mild 

steel furniture to supply trade only 

contract furniture companies.

Manufacturing steel Manufacturing steel 
furniture since 1995.furniture since 1995.

Our History

2020 

2020 was a tough year for businesses globally and 
Tube Creation was no exception. With the closure 
of classrooms, hospitality and construction meant 
that lots of our projects were temporarily on hold.  
However, with the increase in break out office spaces 
and outdoor hospitality in high demand, we continued 
to support our customers through this unprecedented 
time.  

2021

With many sectors in the industry returning, 2021 saw 
Tube Creation embark on multiple projects, some of 
which included a fully furnished apartment block in 
Woking and our first 5-star hotel project in the Centre 
of Liverpool.  The Built to Rent and Hospitality markets 
continue to grow and are a great addition to our core 
sectors.

The Tube Creation Company has been manufacturing 
metal furniture for contract furniture companies for 
almost three decades. Throughout the years we have 
worked with some of the country’s most respected 
furniture brands and have developed a reputation re-
nowned for quality products, expert knowledge, and 
exceptional service. 

1995 

Bob and Chris Vyse established the company in 1995, 
manufacturing chairs and other metal furniture compo-
nents primarily for the Office and Educational sectors. 

Bob and Chris have since retired; however, these 
sectors remain an integral part of the business. 

2014 

On Bob and Chris’s retirement in 2014, the business was 
bought by Jake Bailey who had been a long-standing 
customer of the company. Jake brought a wealth of 
knowledge and many years’ experiences in the world 
of contract furniture. 

His Aim – to follow in the founders’ values but move the 
business forward to keep pace with the ever-changing 
furniture market – by investing in new systems, ma-
chinery, and most importantly, its people. 

2016 

Two years on and the business was doing well, we had 
increased our team considerably and invested heavily 
in plant machinery, it was time to expand. At the end of 
2016, we moved into a new factory twice the size. 

The new building brought the much-needed space we 
required to meet demand and a significant improve-
ment in working conditions for our workforce. 

2019 

The growth continued, by 2019 we were seeing sub-
stantial increases in many other sectors outside of 
the Office and Educational market. Our horizons were 
broadening, and so it was time to expand again. At the 
end of 2019, we occupied our brand new, purpose built 
warehouse interlinked to our existing factory. 

The additional building led to many operational im-
provements and gave us the freedom to explore much 
larger contract projects. 

CONSISTENTTLY RELIABLE, RELIABLY CONSISTENT
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Staying true to our company motto “consistently reliable, reliably consistent”, we pride our-
selves on providing quality products paired with exceptional service. Our mission is simple, 
to consistently exceed our customer’s expectations and become the f irst choice for the reli-
able manufacture and supply of metal furniture in the UK.

• 26 years in business and many additional years’ collective experience in the contract 
furniture sector

• Quality craftsmanship combined with superior QC checking

• Competitive lead times, giving the reassurance you need to meet your clients’ schedule

• Product type, f inish and quantity can be tailored to your project

• Relationship-focused business attitude

• In-house design and project management capabilities

• Manufactured solely in the UK, supporting the local economy

• Responsibly sourced materials from sustainable suppliers

• 100% of orders delivered on time throughout 2021 & 2022

Why
Choose

Us
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OverOver
100100

stockstock
powderpowder
coatingcoating
colourscolours

Having our own in-house powder coating capabilities allows us 
to provide a higher quality of service and gives us the ability 
to have a better handle on the quality of our finishes and offer 
a priming service for when extra protection and durability is 
required.

Not only do we stock a wide variety of colours we also offer 4 
different finishes:

• Fine texture

• Matte

• Semi-gloss

• Gloss

By working with some of the country’s leading powder supplies 
we also have the capabilities to procure RAL colours bespoke 
to your chosen pallet.

Working with some of the UK’s largest and best 
steel stockists allows us to source and secure an 
array of mild steel helping us deliver your perfect 
product to compliment your project.

Not only does working closely with our stockists 
give us a great working relationship but also gives us 
great access to laser cutting services. Laser cutting 
gives a high level of accuracy and improves cost 
efficiency on large orders.

With a highly skilled team we can comfortably meet 
your requirements. Whether you are using ERW, 
hollow section or folded sheet our team of fabrica-
tors are able to produce a high quality product with 
both TIG and MIG welding, and more recently laser 
welding.
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Sustainability
We acknowledge that we as a business have a responsibility to continuously 
look at ways in which we can improve our environmental performance. We 
appreciate that the aim to become carbon neutral is a journey and we under-
stand the importance of taking the necessary steps to protect and sustain our 
environment. Our company is committed to:

• Sourcing materials responsibly from our reputable and sustainable suppli-
ers.

• Preventing pollution by reducing the number of vehicles we have on the 
road and consolidation deliveries.

• Reducing and recycling all our waste through a reputable waste manage-
ment company.

• Using non-toxic products, such as VOC free powder coating paint.

• To hold meetings remotely to reduce travel.

• Continually look for ways to improve our environmental performance.

Sustainability &
    Manufacture

Made in Britain
Along with many other British manufacturers, Tube Creation has long been a member of the ‘Made 
in Britain’ manufacturing community. Providing purely British products and working with other sup-
pliers within Great Britain means we can offer the best quality products and services while reduc-
ing our carbon footprint as a business.

Benefits of UK Manufacturing:

• Better communication – Having the option to meet in person, conduct site visits and offer 
factory tours is highly beneficial for building a trusting business relationship between us and 
our customers/suppliers.

• Shorter lead times – Less time in transit means the production to delivery time is significantly 
reduced.

• Greater quality control – We have the ability to QC all our products at any stage of the produc-
tion process. We can also welcome our customers onsite to see how their order is progress-
ing.

• Reduced transport costs – No uncertainty surrounding international shipping costs and 
hidden customs charges.

• Reduced carbon footprint – Our products travel less miles, reducing the amount of fuel used 
to get orders to our customers.
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We know furniture and over the years we have worked with a variety of man-

ufacturers  and industry suppliers across a spectrum of contract furniture 

sectors, all in the interest of supplying a great product and service to suppliers. 

So, whether it’s an Office fit out, student halls, or a 5-star hotel, you can guar-

antee we have the knowledge and expertise to deliver on your project. Our 

extensive experience in these sectors, especially the hospitality and domestic 

markets, gives us a significant advantage of the design trends going forward 

and the opportunity to advance our knowledge of the industry in general. 

Established suppliers to a 
range of industries

Sectors
Office
Staying true to our roots, the office furniture 
sector forms the very heart of The Tube Creation 
Company, with our focus predominantly  on 
collaborative areas, meeting tables and general 
social /break out spaces within offices. Our tables 
can be found in some of the most high-profile 
offices in the UK 

Restaurants
Our products can be found in some of the most 
up market restaurants and bars in  the country 
and the  ability to make bespoke products to a 
high specification has enabled us to thrive in this 
sector. Our premium designed pedestal tables 
have long been a firm best seller offering a more 
unique and luxurious concept than those found 
on the mass-produced market. 

• BTR

• Hotels

•  Restaurants

•  Offices

•  Student accomodation

•  Education
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Student Accomodation
We are proud to have worked for some of the most respected student accommodation furniture providers and 
fit out companies. Providing furniture into the three key areas, communal space, bedroom, and kitchen / dining 
areas. These are generally large projects that are installed in phases and often when the building is still under 
construction. Our project management team are heavily involved in the preliminary site inspections to ensure 
the projects run smoothly from production to delivery.
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Educational
Each year we produce thousands of frames 
for educational use, ranging from classroom 
tables to laboratory tables right through to 
cloakroom brackets. These tables and frames 
need to be built to last and we pride ourselves 
on supplying strong, quality products that will 
be seen in classrooms for many years to come.

Hotel
Budget or Boutique, we have 
supplied some of the world’s 
leading hotel chains with 
frames such as wardrobes, 
bedside tables, desks, and 
vanity units. Our expert design 
knowledge, exceptional 
quality products and  great 
project management experi-
ence on large phased fit-outs 
has enabled us to win many 
prestigious hotel projects. 
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Build to rent and PRS, alongside 
the co-living sector are expanding 
quickly; and we are proud to be part 
of these growing sectors. It allows us 
to develop more suitable products 
to aide the growth of these areas 
and provide a high level of service 
for these projects.

Build to rent and PRS sectors have enjoyed spectacular growth in recent years, and we have enjoyed seeing an increas-
ing proportion of our output supplying the BTR market. Our in-house designers work closely with our BTR furniture sup-
pliers to create a bespoke product that is tailored to the desired size and finish, and one which not only fits in a scheme 
but enhances it as well.

BTRBTR
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Rebel Yell

Tables
& Desks

Our main products when we first started 
back in 1995 were table and desk frames 
and they continue to be a core product 
going through the factory daily. 

These strong backbone products are 
all made specifically to our customers 
required specification and finished in one 
of our many RAL colours by our in-house 
powder coating team. Although we have 
produced tables & desks since 1995 this 
doesn’t mean we produce the same tables 
today. We are constantly taking inspiration 
from our vast knowledge of the furniture 
industry and creating designs that will work 
for you or give you some great inspiration 
for your next project.

Our table and desks can be found in some 
truly great locations, ranging from amazing 
offices in Canary Wharf & Berlin, 4-star 
hotels in Edinburgh, co-working spaces 
in Leeds and in universities across the 
country.

Our Rebel Yell Range is  a simple 
and versatlie range that comes in 
an elegant and sturdy package. The 
range consists of dining and bench 
sets, poseur and coffee tables through 
to desks and meeting tables.
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Cove Desk

Rebel Yell Table

Rebel Yell Poseur

Rebel Yell Desk

Rebel Yell

• 60x20mm ERW

• Inset rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur 
heights

• End caps or adjustable 
feet

Cove

• 20x20mm ERW outer frame

• 60x20mm ERW mid rails

• Dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet
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While stand alone tables can make a great feature for a room we understand that the need to have a theme flow through 
a project is equally important. 

This is where our furniture knowledge comes into play even more. Where possible we love to showcase our furniture 
through out a project This continuity can lift a project and really bring rooms together to make a theme whole.

This featured product (The Victor) perfectly demonstrates this belief. Nicley matching up occasional and coffee tables 
with complete dining and bench sets.

TheThe

VictorVictor

The Victor Table Range.

A simple, yet striking design to compli-
ment any interior space. From coffee 
tables to full table and bench sets, this 
versatile range will be the perfect ad-
dition to your project.
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Our Core 50 Range 
is a hard wearing 
table range paying 
homeage to some 
of the top furniture 
designers from the 
1950’s

Victor

• 60x25mm ERW legs

• 40x20mm ERW top rails (dining table)

• 25x25mm ERW rails

• Table & bench set

• Pedestal tables

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Adjustable feet

Victor Dining

Victor Pedestal
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Wright Dining

Our Core 50 table range is made from 50mm 
square ERW and can be paired with a wide range 
of colours to lift your workspace or dining area. 
Each table can be tailored to suit your needs; 
whether you require a poseur table or an unusual 
size this versatile range has you covered.

As with all our frames these bases can be 
powder coated in a variety of colours and are 
made in our factory in North Yorkshire and QC’d 
and wrapped to a high standard before delivery, 
ensuring an easy and stress free installation when 
they reach site.

Core 50 Range

Aalto Dining

Ponti Dining

Bertoia Dining

Eames Poseur

Bertoia

• 50x50mm ERW

• Coffee, dining & poseur heigths

• Inset rails

• End caps or adjustable feet

Eames

• 50x50mm ERW frame

• 20x20mm ERW cross feature

• Inset rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet

Aalto

• 50x50mm ERW

• Capped top rail

• Inset rails

• Dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet

Ponti

• 50x50mm ERW

• Inset rails

• Dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet

Wright

• 50x50mm ERW

• Inset rails

• Dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Switch
Switch Dining

Switch things up with this stylish table range.

Fabricated with a set down cross frame to create a lifted top 
and paired with round legs gives this table range a refined 
industrial look.

The Switch range is a great choice for complimentary coffee 
and hallway tables and will fit effortlessly into any BTR, 
student accommodation or hospitality project. While being 
well suited to smaller tables this design also lends itself to 
being used for a contemporary dining or meeting table.

• 40mm diameter ERW legs

• 40x20mm ERW rails

• Coffee & dining heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Chandler

Chandler Twin

Chandler

• 30x30mm ERW upright

• 30x20mm ERW base

• Coffee & dining heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Chandler
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The Haka
Fabricated using formed mild steel legs combined with a 
sturdy rectangular top frame. This combination gives the 
Haka range a great industrial look without being chunky and 
looking cumbersome.

Paired with a solid wood top provides our Haka tables with a 
warmth making these durable tables the ideal choice for any 
restaurant, break out area or student accommodation project, 
or as a piece of home furniture.
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Classroom Tables
Staying true to Tube Creations beginnings we still 
manufacture a range of classroom tables suitable 
for a wide range of educational requirements.

Our frames can be tailored to suit your needs 
and powder coated in a wide variety of colours to 
compliment any theme or range.

Haka Coffee

Haka Dining

Haka

• 8mm Mild steel formed leg

• 75x25mm ERW rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur heigths

• Adjustable feet

Trace

• 25mm Diameter ERW legs

• 30x15mm ERW rails

• Double foot rail

• Dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet

Air Poseur

Trace Poseur

Air

• 25x25mm ERW legs

• 30x15mm ERW rails

• Single foot rail

• Dining & poseur heigths

• End caps or adjustable feet
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R40

• 40mm Diameter ERW legs

• 40x20mm ERW rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur (with H stretcher) heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Peak Poseur

S40

• 40x40mm ERW

• Flush rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur (with 
H stretcher) heights

• End caps or adjustable feet 

S40 Dining

R40 Dining

Peak

• 30x30mm ERW legs & top rails

• 30x20mm ERW foot rail

• Inset rails

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Chunky Chap Dining

Chunky Chap

• 60x60mm ERW

• Flush rails

• Table & bench sets

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Zedsta

• 40x40mm ERW frame

• 40x20mm ERW diagonal

• Inset rails

• Table & bench sets

• Coffee & dining heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Boxx KD

• 40x40mm ERW

• Knock-down frame (bolt-on tie rails)

• Inset rails

• Table & bench sets

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Zedsta Dining

Boxx KD Dining
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Hover

Designed with the hospitality, university and BTR sectors in mind; the Hover range features a 
subtle shadow gap under the top which creates an elegant & intriguing feature to help lift the 
overall aesthetics of a project.

Constructed with a 40x20mm ERW mitered outer frame and 20x20mm ERW foot rails the 
Hover table range offers up a strong table frame with subtle design features that are com-
bined with a frame that is manufactured to last.

Hover

• 40x20mm ERW outer frame

• 20x20mm ERW rails

• Shadow gap top feature

• Table & bench sets

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Hover Dining

Hover Coffee
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Coffee tables make up a large part 
of the furniture market and our own 
product range as they make a fantastic 
addition to a room. With such a broad 
range of design options to choose 
from, these tables offer great creativity 
to create a true statement piece and 
complete a scheme.

Our coffee tables have been fea-
tured in many high end hotels, bars 
and apartments; so whether you are 
looking for the ability to create space 
quickly or have a room that is used 
for different functions or just wanting 
to add something a little different to a 
room our range of nesting tables could 
make the perfect addition for your 
space.

Coffee &
Nesting Tables

Blend Disc

Blend Elliptic

Blend

• 60x6mm flat frame

• 4mm top plate with fixing holes

• Coffee & side table heights
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Trinity

These popular and versatile 
coffee tables are the perfect 
centre piece. The tables sim-
plistic design means they are 
suitable for both new builds and 
traditional projects.

Either as a standalone table or 
combined to create something 
a bit different, these tables are 
guaranteed to add depth to any 
scheme. V
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Trinity

Trinity Nest

Trinity

• 40x20mm ERW

• Coffee height

• Nesting table

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Alcatraz

Grackle

Alcatraz

• 12mm diameter sold rod frame

• 5mm top plate with fixing holes

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

Grackle

• 16mm diameter sold rod frame

• 8mm base plate

• 5mm top plate with fixing holes

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Barrel

• 40x8mm mild steel plate frame

• Inset top feature

• Coffee height

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Periodic

• 25x25mm ERW

• Inset top availiable

• Coffee & dining heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Barrel

Periodic
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Luna
Our Luna tables combine style & flexibility into one package. Offered in both a nesting and as independent tables, this 
classic design offers a unique crescent top feature to the nesting tables.

Fabricated with solid bar means the delicate design is backed up with a solid construction, ensuring longevity as the 
tables are pulled in and out.
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Luna Full

Rotary

• 50X25mm ERW

• 5mm top plate with fixing holes

• Coffee & dining heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Eleganza

• 25X25mm ERW legs

• 12.7x12.7mm ERW rails

• 5mm top plate with fixing holes

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Luna

• 12mm diameter sold rod frame

• 3mm top plate with fixing holes

• Nesting tables

• Coffee height

Rotary Coffee

Eleganza Coffee

Luna Crescent

Luna Nest
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Whisk
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Whisk 1200
A large coffee table & part of our popular Whisk range. This 1200 dia top 

version is perfect for any reception area or breakout space where a functional 

yet stylish solution is required. The simple and elegant design combined with 

the solid construction means its well suited for the hospitality & BTR sectors 

where style and durability are crucial.

• 50x8mm formed legs

• 1200 diameter tops as standard

• Coffee height

• Felt pads

Whisk 600 Tri Coffee 

Whisk 600 Coffee

Whisk

• 50x6mm formed legs

• 4 or 3 leg configuration

• 600 & 800 diameter tops as standard

• Coffee & dining heights

• Felt pads
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Skelibox Range

A slender and sturdy design which offers a durable table range that can suit a variety 
of locations and uses.

Our skelibox range comes in an array of sizes, which can be used as individual tables 
for side or coffee tables or combined to create a two-tier nesting table, creating a 
simple yet striking centre piece to a room.

These design options allow the Skelibox range to be used in a broad range of 
sectors, whether its in a student accommodation or hotel project or an office break-
out space.

• 20x20mm ERW frame

• Nesting table

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Crisscross Square

Crisscross Round

Crisscross

• 19x19mm ERW

• Inset top availiable

• Coffee & dining heights

• End caps or adjustable feet

Dropstabox 1200x600

Dropstabox

• 30x30mm ERW frame

• 30x30x5mm angle top rails

• Inset top feature

• Coffee height

• End caps or adjustable feet
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Pedestal
Tables

Pedestal tables have always been popular 
with the hospitality sector and are widely 
used in restaurants. These staple table bases 
have evolved to be a more bespoke item 
with various shaped bases and different sized 
columns.

We produce flat base plates to allow this flex-
ibility in design; this means we can tailor our 
bases to your spec, whether you require a 
larger column or a standout base design, such 
as a hexagon base or a more natural pebble 
design. These bases are available in our stan-
dard dining, poseur and coffee heights and 
can be paired with a colour of your choice.

Working great as a standalone table in a 
single, twin or quad column configuration 
or used as pairs to support a larger top; the 
possibilities for this style of table goes as far as 
you can imagine.
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We are experts in 

manufacturing unique 

pedestal table bases 

for offices, restaurants 

and BTR.

Regal Slight Coffee

Regal Slight

• 40mm diameter column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet
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Regal Round Dining - Round base

Regal Round Dining - Square base

Regal Twin Dining - Rectangle

Regal Twin Coffee - Oval

Regal

• Avaliable with 76, 101 & 127mm 
diameter column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Regal Twin

• Avaliable with 76, 101 & 127mm 
diameter column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• Twin coloumn

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet
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Bespoke size? Need to colour 

match? Or simply in need of 

something a little different? 

We’ve got you covered.

With a wide range of stock 

powder coating colours and 

the ability to create custom 

shape bases; we are confident 

we can create your perfect 

pedestal table. 

Regal Square Dining - Square base

Regal Square

• 50x50mm column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet
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Regal Hex Dining

Regal Pick Coffee

Quad PoseurOval

Quad

• 4x 40mm diameter columns

• 5mm thick top plate

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Regal Hex

• Avaliable with 76, 101 & 127mm 
diameter column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• Hexagonal base

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet

Regal Pick

• Avaliable with 76, 101 & 127mm 
diameter column

• 250x250x5mm top plate with 8 
fixing holes

• Pick shaped base

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet
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Gladiator 
are you ready

Our champion two tier pedestal base offers a striking twist to the standard variation. Combining a 101mm 
and a 40mm column gives this base a real defining feature making it the perfect addition to your hospitality 
project. The sturdy yet elegant base means this pedestal is well suited to a poseur height table without 
looking flimsy or too chunky.

This product offers itself to a range of sizes and finishes allowing it to effortlessly work with any theme. Our 
cruciform top plate adds to the versatility of this base as it allows the bases to take larger tops.

• Cruciform top plate

• 40mm central coloumn

• 101mm outer coloumn

• 8mm mild steel base

• Coffee, dining & poseur heights

• Felt pads or adjustable feet
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Our sister company, Thirsk Tables are 
industry leaders in the manufacture of 
tabletops and frames for the hospitality, 
office, care home and residential markets. 
Working with solid hardwoods, laminates 
and veneers and manufacturing bespoke 
to their customers specifications, Thirsk 
Tables have the knowledge and expertise 
to deliver on your project.

Thirsk Tables are well versed in manu-
facturing anything from 300mm diameter 
stool tops right through to 6 metre long 
meeting tables, in any shape or materi-
al. With their in-house CNC router and 
on-site polishing facilities you can be sure 
that your products are manufactured to a 
high level of quality and precision.
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Coming 
Soon
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Shelving and wardrobe units 
make up a large proportion of the 
hotel fit outs we have been in-
volved in and will be making their 
way into our updated product 
range as we continue to produce 
these iitems for large hotel & BTR 
projects.

As we progress as a business we con-
stantly look to new areas where we feel 
we could supply a quality product. One of 
these areas is seating and we are excited to 
be working on some new products that fit 
within our range and the sectors we supply.

Twisted

RiverCrux

Bulb

Svelte Range
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